# Cub Scouting Position Specific Training

## Before Your First Den Meeting
- **SCO-450**: Welcome to Cub Scouting
  - Duration: 2:02
- **SCO-451**: Aims and Methods
  - Duration: 6:17
- **SCO-452**: Bobcat
  - Duration: 7:08
- **SCO-453**: Advancement
  - Duration: 10:25
- **SCO-454**: Cub Scout Uniforms
  - Duration: 4:49
- **SCO-455**: Conducting a Den Meeting
  - Duration: 8:15
- **SCO-456**: Resources
  - Duration: 5:14
- **SCO-457**: Den Management
  - Duration: 5:27

Total Duration: 49 Minutes

## Before Your First Outdoor Adventure
- **SCO-460**: Preparing Families for Outdoor
  - Duration: 5:19
- **SCO-461**: Keeping Cub Scouting Safe
  - Duration: 4:25
- **SCO-462**: Hazardous Weather Training
  - Duration: 3:00

Total Duration: 4:10

## Earning Your Trained Patch
- **SCO-463**: Pack Structure
  - Duration: 8:02
- **SCO-464**: Denners and Den Chiefs
  - Duration: 7:54
- **SCO-465**: Childhood Development
  - Duration: 7:28
- **SCO-466**: Continue the Journey
  - Duration: 4:09

Total Position Specific Training Time Approximately 2 Hours

If already completed Den Leader modules only SCO455B is required to be trained as a Cubmaster - 12 minutes.

## Before Your First Pack Meeting
- **SCO-450**: Welcome to Cub Scouting
  - Duration: 2:02
- **SCO-451**: Aims and Methods
  - Duration: 6:17
- **SCO-453**: Advancement
  - Duration: 10:25
- **SCO-454**: Cub Scout Uniforms
  - Duration: 4:49
- **SCO-455**: Conducting a Pack Meeting
  - Duration: 12:05
- **SCO-462**: Involving Adults in Cub Scouting
  - Duration: 8:46

Total Duration: 48 Minutes

## Before Your First Committee Meeting
- **SCO-450**: Welcome to Cub Scouting
  - Duration: 2:02
- **SCO-451**: Aims and Methods
  - Duration: 6:17
- **SCO-454**: Cub Scout Uniforms
  - Duration: 4:49
- **SCO-455**: Conducting a Committee Meeting
  - Duration: 9:00
- **SCO-462**: Involving Adults in Cub Scouting
  - Duration: 8:46
- **SCO-463**: Pack Structure
  - Duration: 8:02

Total Duration: 39 Minutes

## Before Your First Outdoor Adventure
- **SCO-460**: Preparing Families for Outdoor
  - Duration: 5:19
- **SCO-461**: Keeping Cub Scouting Safe
  - Duration: 4:25
- **SCO-462**: Hazardous Weather Training
  - Duration: 3:00

Total Duration: 10 Minutes

## Earning Your Trained Patch
- **SCO-463**: Pack Structure
  - Duration: 8:02
- **SCO-464**: Denners and Den Chiefs
  - Duration: 7:54
- **SCO-465**: Childhood Development
  - Duration: 7:28
- **SCO-466**: Continue the Journey
  - Duration: 4:09

Total Position Specific Training Time Approximately 1 Hour

## Position Trained
- **SCO-453**: Advancement
  - Duration: 10:25
- **SCO-465**: Childhood Development
  - Duration: 7:28
- **SCO-467**: Pack Finance
  - Duration: 7:46
- **SCO-468**: Annual Program Planning
  - Duration: 17:34
- **SCO-469**: Annual Charter Renewal
  - Duration: 6:36
- **SCO-530**: Journey to Excellence
  - Duration: 12:46
- **SCO-466**: Continue the Journey
  - Duration: 4:09

Total Position Specific Training Time Approximately 2 Hours.

If already completed Committee Member Approximately 1 Hour